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Abstract. Aiming at the development trend of printing industry, describes the new 
green UV-LED drying equipment, design and development of AT89S52 lighting control system 
based on MCU, and use the PWM dimming circuit and incremental PID control algo-
rithm, a distributed computer lighting control system, the method can make the system keep sta-
ble. The system isvalidated by experiments, achieved satisfactory control effect, and has been ap-
plied to theUV-LED drying device, the system also applies to the field of printing, coating and ad-
hesive. 

1. Introduction 
UV-LED printing drying technology is a green drying technology of energy saving and envi-

ronmental protection, economic. Green printing is refers to has a little influence on the ecological 
environment, less pollution, saving resources and energy of printing methods, involving the printing 
production process [1]. Over the years, our country actively implement the strategy of sustainable 
development, environmental protection should be put in an important strategic position, and com-
prehensively promotetheenergy-savingemission reduction. UV-LED isthe UV-LED di-
ode (Ultraviolet light emitting diode), whose wavelength is315nm~450nm. It is a kind of solid cold 
light source, not through the heat makes objects heat and light, but by electricity can directly con-
vert light energy, following the incandescent lamp, fluorescent lamp and high pressure discharge 
lamp (HID) after the fourth generation light source of the utility model [2]. UV-LED printing dry-
ing technology is a kind of energy-saving, environmental protection, economic green drying tech-
nology, it is an important application in the development of LED light source, is led from the light 
source for lighting purposes turn for industrial uses light source is the key step. 

2. The hardware design of the system 
2.1 The overall design and working principle 
This system is based on AT89S52 lighting control system [3][4].AT89S52 is a low-power, 

high-performance cmos8 bit microcontroller, with 8K bytes of in system programmable flash 
memory. Using Atmel's high-density nonvolatile memory technology manufacturing, fully compat-
ible with the industrial 80C51 product instructions and pin. The on-chip Flash allows the program 
memory to be reprogrammed in system is also suitable for conventional programming. In a single 
chip, with the versatile 8-bit CPU with in system programmable flash. AT89S52 makes for many 
embedded control system provides a highly flexible and cost-effective solution. 
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Figure 1 Block diagram of control system hardware 

2.2 Models of control system 
With the LED widely used and networking, cloud computing and other new technology bureau of 

ceaseless emerge in large numbers of development, led by the more and more and smart photo con-
trol system combined, so that higher levels of meet the needs of modern society, people more and 
more high lighting needs. 

At present, the intelligent lighting control system research and application has made some pro-
gress, and there are a lot of good products, from the technical to the hardware is greatly improved 
compared to the previous, industrial production has some mature products put into use. The intelli-
gent lighting control system control signal vector classification can control signal line, power line 
carrier control and wireless network control etc[5]. 

LED lighting control system block diagram shown in figure 2. Among them, photos ensitive-
module uses negative feedback to improve the control precision of design, performance, lighting 
control system response time. 

UV-LED lighting control system principle: Given the standard voltage signal Un, the power 
adapter (standard called LED control device, namely first function block, The transfer function is 
f1 (Un, R, L, C), the state space expression is F1), into standard current signal control In; Indium and 
output system that light signals of the sensing negative feedback signal I2 compares the sensing 
module transfer function design for f4 (LL) and the state space expression for F4), the actual control 
signal△I,△I after appropriate circuit processing and conversion (deal with conversion module of 
the transfer function f2 (△I, R, L, C), the state space expression of the design for the F2). The actual 
control of the voltage signals U1; U1 through the power adapter (the transfer function is f1 (Un, R, L, 
C) state space representation of the design for F5) processing, get the final actual control current I1; 
I1 directly to LED lamp, issued light (control object LL), the electrical to optical transfer function 
design of f3 (I1) state space representation for the F3[6]. 

 
 

Figure 2 LED lighting control system block diagram 
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2.3 System hardware design 
Pulse width modulation (PWM) is a kind of analog control mode, according to the corresponding 

load changes to modulation transistor gate or base of the bias to achieve switch regulated power 
output transistor and transistor guide changes through time. This way can make the output voltage 
of the power supply remains constant in work condition change, the microprocessor of the digital 
output to control a very effective technique for analog circuits. PWM control technology in its con-
trol is simple, flexible and dynamic response of the advantages of a power electronics technology, 
the most widely used method of control 

We adopt the pulse width modulation (PWM) to adjust the brightness of the LED lamp, accord-
ing to the values of the lighting to adjust the accounting for empty ratio (fixed), the electronic 
switch constantly closing and disconnecting, the breaking frequency can reach very high to control 
the average current flowing through the led to reach LED brightness control. 

3. System software design 
The control system uses a control mode of the [7] as the current field of industrial control, digi-

tal PID controller. PID controller is a linear controller, it will set the value and between the meas-
urements of the percentage deviation (P), integral (I) and differential (d) by linear combination con-
stitutes the control volume, the object control. PID control algorithm can be divided into position 
PID algorithm and the incremental PID control algorithm. Due to the presence of certain disad-
vantages position type PID algorithm and incremental PID control algorithm with error action of 
small advantages; manual / automatic switch has small impact, easy to realize bumpless transfer; 
formula does not need to accumulate, incremental U (k) is determined only with the k nearest sam-
pling value, so easily by weighted processing and obtain better control effect [8] control. Therefore, 
this paper selects the incremental PID control algorithm, the classical digital incremental PID for-
mula: 
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The proportional coefficient KP; integral coefficient KI; differential coefficient KD;
I

PI T
TKK = ；

T
TKK D

PD = 。 

Proportional component instant reflects the proportion of control the deviation signal of the sys-
tem, deviation once generated, the controller immediately control effect, to reduce the bias. The in-
tegral is mainly used to eliminate static error and improve the system of no differ-
ence. Integral effects depend on the integral time constant TI, the larger TI, integraleffect is 
weak, whereas the more strong. Differential loop energy-saving reflect the deviation signal varia-
tion trends (rate of change), before and in the deviation signal value becomes too large, in the sys-
tem into an efficient early correction signal, so as to speed up the action speed of the system, reduce 
the adjusting time. Type (1) is prepared on the basis of PID control software. 

According to the analysis of the task, the system software design process is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Flow chart 

4. Conclusion 
The system is based on AT89S52 lighting control system, a distributed computer light control 

system. At the same time, in the algorithm by incremental PID control algorithm, the system effec-
tively solves the lighting control system problems. At present, the control method has been applied 
to the UV-LED drying device. The running results show that control system has achieved the ex-
pected goals in process control and the system advanced technology, low cost, energy-saving emis-
sion reduction, convenient management effect up to good economic benefits. 
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